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2Watt’s Up

Introduction
Several times over the last eighteen
months people have said to me that we
are all living in a new normal, and you
just have to adapt to the changes that
are coming your way.

At Lasham I think that we have taken
most of them in our stride, but some
have really come at us from left field,
and there has been no way of
anticipating them in advance.

I think I am now in a position where
nothing is going to surprise me anymore,
and if the Chairman rang me and said

that aliens have landed a spaceship on the runway, my reply would
be “Yeah, no problem, what landing fee are we going to charge them”.

Winter flying
This piece is probably an amalgamation of several previous newsletter
items over the last 10 years, so sorry if it sounds like a broken record.

When we look back over the last ten years of winter activity its clear
that the weather patterns have changed, and we definitely get far
more wet and windy weather than settled high pressure systems.

When we do get the winter high pressure days, they often come with
the issues of misty/foggy starts to the day, or the potential for fog
rolling in at some point during the day as the dew-point temperature
rises. Ice forms on glass gliders when they are taken out of the warm
hangar and into the cold air.

The day is often curtailed early by misting canopies that just cannot
be kept clear, and we end up having to tow the gliders back still with
an hour of daylight left.

It can be very frustrating,
and there is a temptation to
try and clear the canopy
with cloths, rags, or
anything else that’s
available. This is probably
best avoided and it will be a
losing battle. You also run
the risk of scratching the
very expensive canopy.

So what can we do during
the winter? Keeping current

is the number one thing and this is where we are very lucky at Lasham
with both the hard runways and a seven day a week operation. There
is generally plenty of club gliders rigged in the hangar, so you don’t
have the hassle of getting your own out. It might also be an
opportunity to do a type conversion on to a club Discus, or the Duo
Discus XLT.

Motorgliding is another option in the winter, and I am not just talking
about adding a Touring Motor Glider rating to your Sailplane License.
You can go off with an instructor in the Falke and do some general
handling and circuit work.
Around 20min in the Falke will
cost about the same as an
aerotow and soaring in a club
glider, and in that time, you
can normally squeeze in four
or five circuits.



Sailplane licensing again
Just a few days after my last newsletter article
about Sailplane Licensing, the Civil Aviation
Authority announced that there would be a
further two-year delay to the implementation
of Part SFCL with the new date moving to
December 2023. The reason given was that
they wanted to carry out a comprehensive
review of all pilot licensing in the UK (More on
this at a later date!).

Some people may be thinking that this
licensing lark will just keep being pushed back
and its nothing that I need to be concerned

with. Unfortunately, the reality is that we will at some point have to
have a license to fly gliders, and the old system of self-regulation will
just be there for flying Annex 1 (Vintage) gliders. Be under no
illusion, licensing is heading our way.

The two-year extension does give us a bit of breathing space to get
the remainder of the pilots at Lasham through the licensing application
process, but it certainly shouldn’t be regarded as something that you
can delay until 2023. My advice is to do the license application over
this winter, or at the very latest Winter 2022. Full details on the license
application process can be found on the BGA website at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/flying-information-and-resources/pilot-
licence-conversion/

A reasonable number of pilots at Lasham have gone through the
license conversion process and if you are just flying gliders in the UK,
then you can probably put the license in a draw and operate under
the BGA/National regulations until December 2023.

If you are using the license to fly either a Self-Launching Sailplane,
Touring Motor Glider, or fly in Europe, then you will need to keep it

current by carrying out the following requirements detailed in.
SFCL.160 SPL – Recency requirements

Sailplanes.
1) Two flights with an instructor in the previous 24 months. The

instructor should then sign your logbook.
2) Five hours P1 and fifteen launches in the previous 24 months.

Touring Motor Gliders.
1)  In the previous 24 months have completed at least 12 hours

of flight time as PIC or flying dual or solo under the supervision
of an FI(S).
(i) Including, on TMGs, at least six hours flight time;
(ii) 12 take-offs and landings.
(iii) A training flight of at least 1hr total flight time with an

instructor.

If you don’t manage to meet the flying requirements to keep the above
ratings current, there is also the option to revalidate by carrying out
a proficiency check with a Flight Examiner.

The full licensing requirements can be found at
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/Sailplane Rule
Book.pdf

Although the above regulation is from EASA, it is the same regulation
that has been adopted into UK law when we spilt from the EU.

Summer 2022 activities.
I normally start planning the following summer’s activities in late
October and November. The calendar generally goes live in early
December on the Lasham website. There is often some late shuffling
around of the course dates as we have to staff them and also there
is sometimes demand for extra courses.
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Five-day Training Courses
The Mon – Fri training courses will start on 4 April, and will operate
every week apart from the weeks of the competition. They are an
excellent way of making rapid progress in your training, and as a club
member you can fly on these courses by just paying the instructor
booking fee and paying for your flying on top of this as usual.

Advanced Courses
Year in and year out these courses prove popular, and they are a great
way of making that jump towards the licence, or becoming a
competent cross-country pilot. We will be running advanced course
from late April until the end of August:

Solo to Bronze. Four courses spread throughout the year.
Bronze to Silver. Three courses. May, June  & late August.
Silver and beyond in late July.

Lasham Regionals Competition
It’s been a number of years since we have run a regionals competition,
so it will be back for 2022. As yet the date has not been agreed, but
as soon as we have it confirmed we will let the membership know and
open up the entry list.

18m and 20m Two-Seater Nationals
This competition will take place from 13 - 21 August 2022. Entry for
this competition should be made through the BGA website.

Expeditions
It’s now clear that travelling abroad is getting easier with the roll out
of the vaccine and testing process, so I felt that it’s probably
worthwhile starting the process of arranging an expedition to Spain
in the spring of 2022.

Jaca 2022
The dates of the expedition will
be from Monday 7 March to 2
April. Each week will start on the
Monday and consist of six days
flying with the changeover day
on a Sunday. The student to
instructor ratio is 2:1 and it is
expected that you will both fly
each day with a soaring flight of
between one and two hours.
Accommodation is in the local
village and is very reasonably

priced compared to the UK.

Full details will be sent to members at the end of November and it is
anticipated that we will open the booking list in December.

Denbigh Gliding Club at Lleweni Parc
Lleweni Park is a well-known ridge and wave site in North Wales, and
over the last few years, the pilots flying from this site have shown
that there is great potential for soaring in this area.

The expedition will run from Sunday 2 October to Friday 21st, with
each week will running from Sunday to Friday, and the change-over
day taking place on Saturdays. As with the previous expeditions, we
will use the Duo Discus, K21 and single seat Discus for club members.

The planning for this expedition is in the early stages, but it is
anticipated that we will be booking two cottages for members to stay
in, as this is a great way of getting to know the other people on your
week.

CFI Lasham Gliding Society
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5Clubhouse fire

These interior shots were taken shortly after the fire by Nick Hoare.
Above: the main restaurant area, Top right is inside the office and
bottom right is behind the counter in the kitchen.

The CoM are still discussing with the insurers how restitution may be
achieved and the opportunities for enhancements. The property that
is salvageable will receive professional cleaning to remove the
extensive noxious soot damage that spread throughout the whole
clubhouse. The membership system (Aerolog) and the main
accounting system are maintained on remote servers and so were
unaffected. All our thanks should go to the professional staff who are
working hard to maintain services to the members and to create
temporary facilities for the members for a long period of reconstruction.

JMcC



6Vintage News
by Glyn Bradney

The second half
of the year has
seen somewhat
of a mixed bag
for the GHC so
far.

Relaxations in the
g o v e r n m e n t ’ s
COVID restrictions
meant we could
start doing GHC
regular tours again
at the start of
August.

These are both the
“Just turn up on a Sunday at 14:00” tours and also organised group
visits. These were very successful to begin with but not surprisingly
the closure of the LGS clubhouse following the fire on the 29
September has had a very heavy impact on the Sunday “Just turn up”
tours in particular. The normal place for meeting up is now the public
car park) but we are missing a pleasant place to have refreshments
before a tour.

Group visits less affected though for some part of their day out is
having a lunchtime meal. We had the Chandlers Ford U3A visit us on
the suggestion that they try The Avenue Nursery which they reported
as being very happy with.  The MG Car Club came in September with
30 people

Thumbs Up
Our workshop which is now an optional – and popular – addition to
the hangar tours. Visitors can’t enter the workshop area itself but they
can see what’s going on from the viewing area, where if they wish

they can also have a
large screen
presentation on
gliding, Lasham, and
the GHC.

As to the work going
on this is primarily
restorations, though
it won’t be too long
before we get into
the CofA/ARC
season.

David Siddall
continues with his
p a i n s t a k i n g
restoration work on
the Royal Aero Trust 1910 Clarke Chanute bi-plane glider.

The last component is the fuselage and hopefully by the end of the
year “Fred”, our night watchman mannequin, should be reunited with
his trusty steed.

And now the Spalinger 1944 Swiss two seater. Ahh, the Spalinger! In
the July edition of Rising Air we reported that the port wing had been
ravaged by rodents – primarily rats. A cursory inspection of the
starboard wing suggested it had escaped rodent activity. However,
when we got the starboard wing into the workshop, it proved not to
be the case.

Whilst not a 4-star hotel as the port wing had been, the starboard
wing had been at least an up-market bed-and-breakfast! Both wings
are finished apart from recovering and that’s taken the best part of
six months – led by Gary Pullen with a big input from Ray Whittaker.

U3A Chandlers Ford  – photo Colin Simpson MG Car Club – photo Matt Cook



We brought the fuselage into the
workshop on 3 October, and you’ve
guessed it, it’s also been a home for
unwanted guests, and a lot of
restoration work is required apart from
repairing their sins. The photo during
the restoration of the fuselage is by
Glyn Bradney.

Restoring wooden gliders is more often
than not a labour of love. It’s now clear
that getting the Spalinger into the air
again will take hundreds of hours of
dedicated effort and  expertise. No way
it could ever be done commercially! I
guess it’s the same for restoring old
cars and steam engines. A bit like

running a marathon. If you’d have realised the pain and effort involved
to finish you likely would never have started! That’s certainly the case
for the Spalinger!

Thumbs Down
We haven’t done anything like as much flying in GHC owned gliders
as we’d have liked to. Partly this is down to “iffy” weather, especially
on weekends, but members also seem to lack enthusiasm to get the
gliders out. This is a major focus for the GHC’s committee to look at
over the winter to see what new attractions/initiatives/incentives we
can put in place from the Spring of 2022. Obviously run a task week,
but also we could have flying weeks where we invite members of other
clubs to come and fly our gliders – though they will need to be
members of both the GHC and LGS (They could be temporary
membership for the LGS).

Fingers Crossed

28

Entry to the workshop – photo Tom Holliday

A TG3a – not the one we’re getting from Duxford

Vintage News
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By the time you read this we “should” have retrieved the Schweizer
TG3a glider from Duxford which has been donated to the GHC by the
Imperial War Museum.

This is really quite exciting! The TG3 was used for initial gliding training
for the USAAF pilots in WW2, who went on to eventually fly the Waco
CG-4 in missions such as the June 1944 invasion of Normandy and
following that, Arnhem.

Without a doubt the one we’re getting was used in such training. Our
understanding is it’s in very good condition having been kept in the
dry for very many years. So fingers crossed. The aim is to get her
flying again, but how realistic that is and how long it will take we can’t
say until the glider has had a thorough inspection. Also we will need

BGA clearance as I think I’m right in saying that no glider of this type
has ever flown in the UK before.

There are two other gliders that have recently been donated to the
GHC. The Pirat from John Halford of the Dorset GC hasn’t flown as
yet at the time of writing, but it’s ready to go with a CofA and ARC
and insured.

We have also received a Dart 17R from Jeff Lynes which we’ll be
looking at this winter with a view to flying in the spring.

The winter is rapidly approaching
By the time you likely read this it will be here! Bad news with the LGS
clubhouse out-of-bounds, however, our workshop is well insulated,
heated, has loos, and a kitchen – so you’ll know where to find us!
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9The season July-October

Each year I update the list of the 20 best flights that was
published 1 July, by substituting the flights that surpassed these
in the second half of the thermal season. This year I noticed
that the best flight from Lasham after 1 July this year was
number 32 in the list for the whole year, so I have changed the
basis. They all took place on 19 - 22 Jul or 4 August.

The flights that I list are always from Lasham. However I feel I
should mention Damian Le Roux who has just bought into a
Lasham glider with the returning Paul Davis. His 521.6km O/R
flight Portmoak to Tongue on the north coast of Scotland in
September took 4hr 30m in an ASG29.                              JMcC

Date Pilot Glider Turbo Task km kph

19-Jul Phil Jones VENTUS 3 Y Melton Mowbray - Thame - Shipton 609 106
19-Jul Aveling/Coppin ARCUS Y Vyrnwy - Alton Towers - Shipton 603 90
22-Jul Phil Jones VENTUS 3 Y Oxford N - Telford - Oxford E - Kidderminster 608 114
04-Aug Aveling/Coppin ARCUS Y Wragby - Cambridge South - Towcester 547 101
22-Jul Kim Tipple ASG 29 N Oswestry - Pen-Y-Fan - Clunbury Hill 596 97
04-Aug Paul Fritche LS8 N Birdlip - Downham Market - Bicester 503 92
22-Jul Paul Fritche LS8 N Bicester - Telford - Winchcombe - Olney 504 92
22-Jul Alistair Nunn JS1 B N Vyrnwy - Popham - Swindon 603 95
04-Aug Chris Starkey ASG 29 Y Gloucester - Whittington - Westcott 522 107
21-Jul Phil Jones VENTUS 3 Y Melksham - Newport Pagnell - Saltby - Castle Combe 546 106
04-Aug Nigel Mallender LS8 N Birdlip - Downham Market - Bicester 503 84
04-Aug Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 Y Gloucester - Whittington - Westcott 522 102
04-Aug Roy Pentecost ASG 29 Y Gloucester - Whittington - Westcott 522 102
04-Aug Kim Tipple ASG 29 N Market Harborough - Whittington - Avebury 511 104
22-Jul Richard Hood VENTUS 2CXA N Bicester - Winchcombe - Telford - Olney 504 107
19-Jul Adrian Emck Ka 6E N Birdlip - Rushden - Andoversford 420 65
20-Jul Aveling/Coppin ARCUS Y Ansty Cross - Crewe East - Devizes 589 85
19-Jul Paul Fritche LS8 N Rushden - Hereford Cathedral 426 87
04-Aug Liz Sparrow ASG 29 Y Market Harborough - Whittington - Avebury 511 98
22-Jul Aveling/Coppin ARCUS Y Bicester - Whitchurch (Hants) - Cosford 507 99
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10Al Nunn's science corner
- COP a load of that year: from spikes to climate change

Introduction
Well, what a few years. As I sit here watching trees and small animals
blow past the window as yet another of my tug-slots is weathered
out, while reflecting on the good times when we had something called
“reliable weather forecasting” and when it was possible to go down
the pub without fearing possible death by viral inhalation, I thought
it may be time for a quick review.

For me, as I now contemplate the imminent arrival of my sixieth
birthday, which quite frankly cannot be true, I mean, I only started
flying in 1980, the PR around science has undergone some serious
challenges. Some good, some less good, and some, well, just plain
weird, but some, sadly, highly predictable.  None more so than that
highlighted by the emergence of our spiky friend, SARS-CoV-2; it has
brought out some of the best of mankind, but also somewhat
predictably, also some of the worst. As someone who has been
studying COVID-19 professionally, you cannot argue with facts, but
some do. The parallels with climate change denying are too similar
for comfort.

Enough said, onto climate change: for the last 2,000 years, the global
average temperature has stayed more or less constant, within, mostly,
a variation of 0.5°C; it dropped a bit around the middle-ages, but in
the last 100 years, has shot up by more than a degree, with little
variability – and has pretty much tracked human industrialisation,
population growth and resource usage.

The underlying science around how greenhouse gases, agriculture and
deforestation cause this are well worked out. In particular, how
removing certain negative feedback systems can increase the
likelihood of the system tipping into a new state; the maths is pretty
solid in this respect. Bottom line, unless humans get their act together,
we and the planet are, well, facing a pretty torrid time. Although, from
the biological perspective, it will probably simply self-correct and start
again, but without us. At least the dinosaurs had an excuse beyond
their control.

Weather (poor)casting
In the halcyon days of my early gliding career, the weather was always
better, as was the fashion and the music.  Frankly, it had to be, as
my cross-country skills were a bit minimal; looking fashionable while
listening to decent music in a field, while relaxing, was not always so
much fun for my crew. I remember eight-day comps with cloud-bases
of 6,000 ft, reliable final glides home and rollocking finishes whistling
past the finish tower and the clubhouse at less feet than was deemed
gentlemanly, but utterly exhilarating and the order of the day with
the aim of getting everyone wet with the water ballast.

This was usually followed by beer and a slap-up meal as everyone
compared notes on the effect their finish had had on the facial
expression of the director; too flamboyant and you got penalised, but
there was a sweet spot of “just right”. Critically, these days seemed
to be reliably predicted by the god of forecasting, Tom Bradbury. We
even prayed for rest days. Ah, the heady days of the merry rumble
of the Pawnee rising into the heavens to record the soundings.

We then went through a period of better forecasting with the advent
of the Internet of all things from the nineties into the noughties, but
just as I started to get the hang of cross-country, even daring to fly
machines with glide angles of less than 1 in 60, as I tried to make my
name in the club class (I should have had a fin sticker saying: “my
other glider is a nimbus 3”), it all seemed to go wrong.

The weather just didn’t seem to play ball. As we moved into the 2010s,
comps seemed to have fewer and fewer days, and we were lucky to
get everyone, or even anyone, back; too many fields, too few finishes.
But at least the forecasting was more or less right.

This of course tells us something about the optimism of both the task
setters, and it has to be said, the pilots, as they set off at 2,001ft
under 8/8th clag into a 30 kt headwind with the first spots of drizzle
on the canopy. The almighty comps committees, even when they
consulted their tea leaves and the magic bones, just couldn’t seem to



find the right months to book in the comps. Earlier in the year, or
later, it just didn’t seem to make a difference.

Soggy comp followed soggy comp, and in my case, as I left the club
class and moved into a class with better glide angles with the vain
hope of actually finishing a day, they simply made us fly further in
awful conditions. What continues to amaze me is that some people
always managed to get around. Flying sorcery, I guess – ah the heady
days of Al Stewart.

After 30 years, I have had enough of landing is soggy farmer’s fields.
What had gone wrong? Have I got worse – possibly, but this is not
the whole story. It seems that climate change really is happening and
happening fast. The predicted wet and warm sogginess is now more
frequent.

To begin with, it seemed the global forecasting systems could deal
with it. But it now seems they cannot, which, I think, is due to
increasing variability in moisture content. I will remember 2021 as
the big undelivered promise. Day after day the models seem to predict
epic conditions, but day after day, it went to worms, quite literally,
as the showers that shouldn’t exist, arrived and made it much easier
for our little invertebrate friends to do their stuff in the nice damp soil.
The bottom line here is that weather patterns have certainly changed,
and in the direction predicted (let’s hear it for scientists!).

As to this year’s comps, well, I think the series of three pictures sum
it up. They show me, leaving next to a line of heavy showers at the
start of Day 2 of the Opens, followed by my arrival at Popham in the
rain on the way back.

We had slightly better luck in the 18m comp, although I did end up
at Popham again after an epic scratch; for the first time ever, which
also tells you something about the development of technology, my
friendly little AI in the LX chirped up to tell me (they talk to you now,

you know), while I still had
40 k to run; “you only have
one hour to sunset”.

Alas, I could not say “Siri” or
“Alexa”, “find me a thermal”
(although I suspect this is
coming in the next upgrade;
although it will more like be
“Dave, find me a way
home”). This while fighting
for the last half knot
somewhere west of Andover
in a fairly moderate north
easterly; alas, as one wound
down the McCready, it then
piped up: the setting is too
low to make it in this wind.

Why am I still flying in the
UK? The clue should have
been that we didn’t start on
a 188km task, full of water,
until well after 4pm in late
August. Even then, some
made it back.

However, the last day was a
salutary reminder; despite
some solid task setting, no
one got back. I think a rather
poignant sign of the times
was that out of about 42
gliders, as far as I could tell,
only three didn’t have
engines, and on that last
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day, all three of us ended up at Chilbolton. Although we were joined
by a fourth; alas, he had a dodgy engine – karma, perhaps?

I know that some of my chums applaud me for remaining a purist,
but you know, this is probably not by choice anymore. On another of
the days, determined not to land out, I did make it back from Popham,
albeit about an hour after those that got back; I was so slow I didn’t
get any speed points, having spent ages around Popham using the
very weak thermals from Car Fest (nice aromas, though). I resolutely
refused to land there, again.  Alas I also got a penalty for finishing
below the finish ring minimum altitude; I didn’t have any choice.
Another squeaky final glide for the records. You just can’t win
sometimes!

On the way to Venus; pressure cooker earth
I think the first thing is that for the UK, and probably Northern Europe,
it is going to get warmer and wetter. More energy and, I think, due
to the nature of far from equilibrium dissipative thermodynamics (bear
with me here), will make it more difficult to predict at the local level.
It is just the nature of physics that when you pump more energy into
something, especially when there are several ways the energy can
dissipate, it becomes a little more unpredictable.

All of you will be familiar of how variable thermals can be, even over
a few square miles, and certainly when you fly from county to county,
how soil types, towns, rivers, and coasts can all influence conditions.
Changing moisture levels can make a massive difference and therein
lies the problem; climate change is going to pump more energy and
moisture into the system and increase the variation because of the
track the air takes as it comes across the seas to our little island,
which, let’s face it, is a long way north.

But it is not just the air in the lower 6,000ft that matters, but all the
way up, and of course, the air at 30,000ft could be coming in a
different direction. Especially if the North Atlantic conveyor shudders
to halt as all the Artic ice melts; it has apparently slowed by 15%

since the 1950s. Sea levels are rising and ice caps disappearing. Maybe
simplistic, but the more sea we have, and the less land, and the more
energy not being reflected back or being converted into something
(loss of forests and ice caps, for instance) – it can only go one way;
pressure cooker earth. At least when we are all forced to give up meat,
we can steam the vegetables.

Gliding: our friend’s electric?
So, what does it mean in practical terms? For gliding, conditions will
be less easy to predict, and probably, the average day may become
more difficult. I hate to say it, but performance and having an engine
will probably be the way to go. This certainly doesn’t mean that we
won’t have good days, but when we do, we will need to make good
use of them. There are also other considerations; if COP26 does its
job, it will mean a rapid move away from fossil fuels and towards
renewables.

This could be good and bad. The bad is that the days of our reliance
on old pot-banging fuel sucking tugs could be numbered; fuel prices
can only realistically go one way in the coming years, up. The possible
silver lining, however, is that commercial aviation will have to
downscale – this could be good airspace wise (one can hope), but
obviously be less good for folk reliant on the industry.

Launching will probably shift towards electric winches (I note these
are being developed), and self-launching electric gliders (also many
now being developed); given the massive investments by the car
industry in the tech, this is only going to improve, probably quite
quickly. In fact, after scanning the literature, it is quite clear there is
a lot of progress being made in battery tech, and if governments
provide further incentives for this, it could accelerate the process.

Then all we have to do is generate it, which of course will mean more
wind and solar farms, and probably, fewer fields… and maybe it might
make ridge-running more interesting: at least they will tell you which
way the wind is blowing. As for nuclear fusion, well, years of
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under-investment mean that tech is still probably years away.
Although total investment in ITER (International Experimental
Reactor) was probably reaching $22 billion in 2019 after many years
of research, and could well reach $65 billion by 2028, when it might
work, it is dwarfed by the costs of obesity, armed conflict and smoking,
which in 2014 alone, were costing £6 trillion!

The annual global oil and gas market was estimated to be worth
around $5 trillion at the time. Mankind has some odd priorities: as
Gordon Gecko might have said, greed is good, climate change is bad,
until one can turn a profit from it. Alas, although nuclear fission is still
an option, folk are scared of it, probably with good reason. (Thorium
is much better, Ed)

Then of course there is hydrogen. This is a good option; indeed, they
have apparently built a car that can do a 1000 miles on a tank of
hydrogen using a fuel cell, but as ever, you still have to make it and
put in the infrastructure. And then you have to store it. I think I would
want to wait a while; not sure if I want to fly around with highly
pressurised tank behind my ear (needs to be at about 5,000 or more
PSI, apparently) – what could possibly go wrong? At the least the
explosion might be environmentally friendly (and make a blue to
yellow flame, or even other colours, depending on impurities in your
glider).

As for comps, well, that is a tricky one. Unfortunately, the venues for
comps have to be booked long before any predictions can be made,
which means that we have to hope that modelling can catch up with
the changing weather, and predictions improve again. Alas, it will not
change the weather, but it might mean we make better use of what
weather there is.

We might even have to accept that on some days, if all gliders had
reliable engine systems, comps could start, and finish, remotely. This
is of course also applicable to non-comp flying.  The other option, I
guess, is to move all comps to somewhere nicer with proper thermals

that we can predict. But how far south? Not sure some of near
continental neighbours will be that keen after recent events.

The spiky reprise
I guess that actually, things might not be too bad – we are going to
have to change and adapt with the times, but the tech is there to do
so. What will gliding look like in 20 years? I suspect some of us will
still be doing it, and we will probably be flying some of the same gliders
(I will probably still be flying my vintage JS1 if I am not too doddery),
but the infrastructure will be very different; something, I guess,
Lasham will have to be thinking about.

However, in 50 years’ time, the climate in the UK could be quite
different – which will, I suppose, depend on how well we deal with
our planet unfriendly way of living. As for our spiky friend, it will no
doubt be still around, but will have simply become another seasonal
infection. One can only hope that when the next new variant comes
along, we will have learnt our lessons about pandemics. All I can say
with my professional hat on is stay fit, eat healthily, keep up to date
with the vaccines and hope that we will still need sun block, and hope
that Lasham will allow us to fit charging points for our gliders!
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A Danish friend towed his
glider behind his Tesla to the
World Championships at
Montluçon in France. No
problem charging on the way
but perhaps other electric
drivers might have wanted a
space!  JMcC



14YE OLDE CHEESE AND WOOD RALLY
by Geoff Martin

Notice is hereby given that on 9-11 September, a whole load of vintage
nuts went down to the Mendip Club to sample the delights of their
ridge… which is... well… delightful. Except that in the mild conditions
it wasn’t working that well. However, far more delightful were the
Mendip club members.

It’s a small club on a tricky ridge-top site and, as luck would have it,
a whole bunch of trial flights coincided with the arrival of our Lasham
mob, so the club were going flat-out… particularly on the Saturday.
‘Wood and Cheese’ needs some unpacking. The ‘wood’ was supplied
by our Vintage mob… and the ‘cheese’ was real Cheddar, available at
the bottom of the gorge! (I added some scrumpy)

Visitors were as follows: The wonderful BLZ syndicate had their
gorgeous blue Skylark 4 towed down the M3 at great speed by Bill
Bullimore and Martin Hollowell, the author giving frantic chase in his
motorhome.

Tom Edwards performed his party act of somehow squeezing his
towering bulk into his tiny K8… (a lesson to us all) but the most prolific
fliers were the Capstan Syndicate… Mike Philpot, Kevin Burns, Merv

and Morag Saunders.

Whenever I looked
up there was the
Capstan on the
winch wire… going
flat-out. Merv
somehow managed
to break five strops.
He is now known as
‘Stroppy’!

But real royalty on
this occasion was
supplied by the

arrival of Lord Adrian
Emke… he of wooden
ladder fame… with
his famous K6E. If
only that chap had
bought a Skylark… or
a Dart… he could
really have gone
places!

What amazed us was
to find such a
welcoming and
friendly club…
despite being put
under a fair bit of
pressure.

To everyone’s relief they’d managed to borrow, scrounge, or otherwise
acquire a Falke tug to take the pressure off the winch. It was a bit
slow to accelerate on slightly uphill grass but it certainly gave us much
longer flights.

The real astonishment though was to find that the club thrived despite
having no electricity or running water… it’s a surprisingly remote site.
Carboys of rainwater are used to flush the loos, and drinking water
has to be shipped in manually! A generator keeps the new clubhouse
going. In our honour the sheep, which normally graze the entire
grassland, were kept penned in, but when they weren’t, you really
had to watch the electric fences!

All in all, a delightful time with great scenery and threats of a re-run
sometime. We promised to host the Mendippers at Lasham when we
can.

Cheddar and the gorge from BLZ. The
airfield is 2 miles to the right



15Lasham icons 2
By Bob Pirie

During Lasham’s 80th anniversary as an
airfield, and its 70th as a gliding club
approaching, I thought it might be fun
once again to dip into the past and
explore some of the small items that
have played a role in our everyday
Lasham lives over the years.

Receptacles - colourful or pungent
No archaeological dig would be complete
without containers of uncertain purpose
being unearthed, and I can think of two
examples to confuse tomorrow’s
archaelogists.

The first, responding with neither a clunk
nor a metallic ring when struck by a
spade, would be a plastic dustbin
(remember them – before we had wheelie
bins?), painted either pillar box red or
bright yellow.

These treasures never went anywhere
near the clubhouse, but served as vital
items of operational equipment on the

airfield for many years, as predecessors to those little wind-socks
which hang on the launch point control van.

Just as solo pilots were issued with white, red and yellow progress
cards to indicate levels of competence achieved (with yellow being
the highest), so the red or yellow ‘buckets’ (as they were known) were
inverted and hoisted via a lanyard up a pole at the launch point in
accordance with weather conditions. When no bucket was hoisted,
‘red’ and ‘yellow’ card pilots who were current could then reasonably
expect to get airborne with minimum hassle. But otherwise,
consultations with an instructor were necessary.

And the other container? Well, this was made of metal and likely to
emit a ‘pong’ (if not a ‘bong’) when unearthed, because it once served
as one of the portable lavatories in the old ‘Palazzo Elsano’. That
establishment was part of a detached, single-storey wooden building,
set at a right angle from the old clubhouse.

I won’t go into too much detail, but a heavy night of Watneys’ ‘Red
Barrel’ sales in the bar could result in tidal levels which must have
been a worry to Lasham’s Manager in the adjoining office.

Projectiles and pyrotechnics
I am sure that in the years following WW2, members of gliding clubs
who inherited ex-military airfields came across all sorts of rusty and
corroded ‘finds’ with the potential to hiss, explode, emit lethal or
noxious smoke and fumes, and were (and probably still are)  fit for
their original purpose of causing damage, injury or death. Whether
buried in the topsoil, or abandoned in old buildings, such items are to
be avoided even to this day, and left to the bomb disposal experts.

At Lasham, I am sure that many such lethal treaures remain -
hopefully never to be found. However, one such trove was discovered
several years ago, not long after the small group of enthusiasts from
the Second World War Aircraft Preservation Society (SWWAPS) arrived
on site and - in a location which I shall not reveal - set about exploring
with a metal detector.

They were rewarded with a horde of still-lethal 20mm cannon rounds
of the type used in Mosquito fighter/bombers. Some had clearly been
charred by fire and some were bent or dented, but others looked ready
to go to war. The bomb disposal experts were summoned, conducted
a controlled explosion, and left. So ‘job done’. But undeterred, I
believe one of the detecting enthusiasts resumed his search, and a
short time later the experts were summoned to return and destroy
another load of ancient ordnance.

Bob Pirie is an ex-flying
member. He joined Lasham
in 1955 and was one of the
first Little Green Men (comp
launching helpers) with
Mike Vickery. He
progressed to being a
Group Leader for many
years, and was Vice-
Chairman when Tony Mattin
was Chairman



Such ‘treasures’ were not only of the ‘buried’ variety though. Two club
members once discovered a large, ex-RAF smoke flare in a building
which later became part of the ‘Frippery’. (Newer members may not
know that this is Southdown Aero Services Ed)

Late one night, emboldened after a session in the bar, they detonated
it on the airfield, across from the clubhouse. Due probably to an
alcoholic fug, the wind strength and direction had not been considered
and one one of the more luxurious residential huts was engulfed in a
cloud of smoke. The now wide-awake owner (a seriously enraged
founding father of the club)  emerged with an angry roar, while the
unidentified assailants sprinted (or staggered) away into the night,
their identities never to be revealed.

Lasham’s Beaver(ette)

Legends of ‘stuff’ buried beneath the hallowed turf and concrete of
Lasham abound, from an expired circus elephant and scrapped buses
or trams through to caches of supposedly carefully concealed aircraft
or engines. However, with the current craze for re-wilding, one
wonders how excited scientists of tomorrow might be were they to
learn of the existence of a Lasham ‘Beaver’.

The Beaver was, in fact, a Beaverette - a WW2 light armoured car
named after the then Minister of Aircraft Production, Lord
Beaverbrook. Based on a Standard Motor Co. saloon car, it was clad
in 11mm steel armour plating, which on early models was backed by
thick oak planks. The list of optional extras was ‘small but muscular’,
the choice being turreted or non-turreted (probably dependent on the
armament one wished to mount - a single Bren gun or twin Vickers
machine guns). The vehicle had a top speed of 24 mph and weighed
about 2 tonnes.

Lasham’s lumbering example, from which the turret had been removed
using a cutting torch, was yellow in colour and fulfilled the role of

launch point work- horse, but was less agile than the John Deere
buggies used today.

I have no recollection of the braking performance, which with that
weight, must have been feeble.

The fate of Lasham’s Beaverette is unknown, but it would be a valuable
asset for any collector or museum.

“The Lasham Hole”
I believe it has now been filled in, or at least smoothed and planted
over, but for as far back as I can remember, Lasham had a large,
seemingly bottomless pit on the rough ground just west of what is
now the Members’ Workshop, and behind the tug-refuelling point.

“The hole” played an almost iconic role in the development of the club,
by facilitating the disposal of the detritus of gliding club life – especially
evidence of disasters and mechanical failures best forgotten. As such,
it could provide a happy hunting ground for any future archaeologist
or seeker of assorted junk.

If any reader of this article knows anything about the hole’s origins,
please share this information with the club’s present day membership.
All I know is that it was created during - or just after - WW2. It is (or
was) deeper than your average bomb crater and never filled with
water, suggesting that any liquid contents drained away somewhere.

In the dark days before environmental awareness and recycling, any
item of club or private-owners’ junk (other than food waste and
sewage) was committed to the deep. The remains of broken gliders,
scrapped vehicles, non-sellable remnants of old caravans, scrap
launching cable, sheets of metal, rusty wheels, tyres and oil drums.
Think of any item of vintage junk, and you’ll probably find it there,
several times over.

16Lasham icons 2
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(continued)

One personal success, as a teenager, was to liberate from the hole a
discarded instrument panel from The Surrey Club’s Weihe - a hot(ish)
ship in those days – following the restoration of that glider. (As with
many of my finds, it was probably eventually committed to a bonfire
or another hole by my father, because it disappeared after I left home
as did several other relics.)

After more than 70 years of gliding club use, and Lasham's military
role before that, those metal drain grilles on either side of the main
runway probably contain all sorts of historical junk.

One item with the potential to confuse future archaeologists are short
lengths of rusty wire,  3.251mm in diameter and joined to each other
by a reef knot.To the untrained eye, these could so easily be
mis-identified as a lucky charm, a love token or a primitive tool.

However, ask an aged Lashamite and you will discover that these are
scraps of single strand piano wire, such as were used for launching
'back in the day', when auto tows (car launches) were our most
economical way of getting airborne - and 'Dukes of Hazzard'-style
American Ford pickup trucks provided the necessary  'oomph'. (Most
of the time - and given a helpful headwind.)

I have recently met up with an old friend from my Lasham teenage
days called Nick Jones. As a lad he used to help club engineer Bob
Lintern in the MT workshop, and recalls spending a Sunday orbiting
the airfield at Bob's behest at 30mph in the Club's first F100 tow car
as part of a 500 mile running in programme. Nick went on to found
Supacat (of winch and military vehicles fame) and is also Chairman
of Devon and Somerset Gliding Club.

But back to those scraps of wire…. When there was a cable break, no
special tools were needed to tidy up and repair the cable - just the
creation of a kink, then a sharp tug and a waggle. The old knot (if
there was one) was removed and the two 'clean' lengths of cable were
then joined via a simple reef knot, and the loose ends twirled around

each cable. Job done...  But the knots tended to wear out quickly when
dragged over runway surfaces.
Cable scraps being a threat to tyres and mower blades, they were
sometimes dropped into the drains, rather than disposed of more
responsibly.

As an addendum, not about icons, Bob also remembers a Schweizer
1-26 at Lasham. (photo on the following page)

A Pan Am pilot called Ray Young imported it and later it was shipped
back. It was a pretty flash glider and totally under utilised. NB the
bloke standing by the front of the Beaverette - an early example of
the launch point pissing ritual?

The Morris Minor tourer may well be Jill Walker's, and is the woman
in the foreground Sally Willbie (nee Thompson)?

I reckon this photo was taken at Nationals, what with the fuel
bowser being on the field to satisfy thirsty Tiger Months,
Chipmunks and the Messenger.

Colin Rule receiving his BGA Diploma
from Colin Watt  for Services to Gliding
after many years as Lasham's
competition airspace guru.
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19Five hours
by Anon

Fed up with reading about the wonderful 5 hour flights going miles
and achieving gold distances at the same time?  I have decided to
relate my distinctly lacklustre attempt at going somewhere notable
for my 5 hour silver badge flight and here is my story.

The day did not start well…….

At 2.45am a fox decided to mate with a vixen but she decided
otherwise and I was awoken to the loud screams emanating from
somewhere up our usually quiet lane. Our German Shepherd then
decided he would join in and for the next ½ hour I tried to bury my
head under the pillow and go back to sleep.

Then at 5.45am the dog kicked off again and I gave up on sleep  and
decided I would set off on long drive to Lasham even earlier than my
usual 7 o’clock start.

The traffic was reasonably light at this time of day and I was making
good progress until I ground to a halt. I was left a little dejected as I
started to feel things were not going well today. A broken down coach
stuck on the dual carriageway and forcing 2 lanes into one, caused
the problem. Never mind! I am on my way once more and eventually
arrive at the clubhouse at 08.45 with a large grid already formed.

My resolve hardened considerably and I decided I was going to try
the club 100km triangle for my second attempt, and who knows?
Maybe bag that elusive five-hour duration flight I needed to complete
my Silver C. The briefing backed up my plans and I headed over to
the glider.

Taking the covers off and and a rigorous D.I. was necessary as it had
been sat in the long grass for the last two months un-loved and
un-flown. Oh no! Severe condensation behind the glass of the vario
suggested that the water which I suspected  was in the  system back
in May, was still there despite some maintenance work carried out

previously to clear it - we really do need new covers for our syndicate
glider.

Curses and double curses !!!!

Well let’s get the glider to the back of the grid and go fly. I take off
at 11.30 ish and release in a good thermal at 1800’. A quick turn,
undercarriage up, and my worst fears are confirmed – the varios are
still not functioning, that water is still in the system...

I decide to carry on but after half an hour I am starting to lose out
and am down to 1600’ Hold on  -there’s a glider turning – can I get
there? I feel the sink rate increase and my altimeter confirms it. I get
there and connect. Turn right and yes! After all 99% of thermals I
find are on the right, or is it my flying??? Hmm, mental note to myself
- must work harder on turning left into the thermals sometimes.

Now I am settling down and turning tight brings me quickly up to the
unknown other glider, who I suspect senses my determination and
clears off rather quickly.

3800’  and two hours of going round and round and round. I am not
going cross-country today but that five-hour duration flight is still on
the table.

Two and a half hours have elapsed, I start to yawn -  I am getting a
bit bored with the scenery and the lack of sleep but I still have  three
hours to go to be on the safe side as I forgot to check the time when
I released from the tow….Doh!

More air in the cockpit doesn’t help , the yawning continues. Then it
all goes completely pear-shaped, I am dropping like a stone, I quickly
speed up -  turn 5 degrees into wind, or is it 45 degrees? Oh my God
– the sink is strong in all directions and I head straight for Lasham
village (it always works there). I find nothing  …..



No point looking there any longer so I try Shalden. Something there
gets me up to 1600’ but after three turns I am back into sink, and
with it I feel it’s probably all over as I turn downwind, undercarriage
down, 55kt trimmed, diagonal leg, base leg, 600’. It’s all over, but is
it?

There is a massive kick behind the trees on zero nine and a quick look
confirms no-one in the circuit, so I take a couple of turns and gain
300’. Undercarriage up and I hope no-one is looking, even a tea and
biscuits moment for the CFI.

Within a few of minutes I am back to 3800’. AMAZING.REALLY
AMAZING. Oh my word -  the feeling is beyond ecstasy and another
look at my watch and I realise I still have  2 and a quarter hours left
to fly, but I am definitely not yawning anymore.

I keep going but stay put, I have drifted all the way back to Alresford
in that one thermal. I am struggling with my right arm which has
decided to deaden and causes severe discomfort. Have I been
forgetting to trim properly? I am left handed, can I fly with my left
hand? I have never tried, but discover laughably I am a natural.
Whoo Hoo. Another tea and biscuits moment if this gets out.

I couldn’t care less, I can rotate my right arm and feeling starts to
return. Fly to Basingstoke? Why not, I am sick of looking at Lasham.
Off I set and all is fine  -  then comes the sink and it’s everywhere
again I am dropping like a stone.

I head quickly for the gas storage station. It usually works. It does!!
1200’ and I am soon climbing nicely again. Then I spot another glider
who sees me going up and heads straight for me. BUGGER OFF. Not
today, no sir I am staying here and I tighten harder and he’s gone
before I know it. Good riddance, I don’t need this now. I check my
watch – it can’t be can it? I still have another 1½ hours left. GROAN.

Where next? Let’s try Shalden again, but now it’s rubbish here and I
am soon back over Lasham village where this time it is working and
I get back to 3400’. Off to Basingstoke again finds me in reasonably
good air but those varios are still up the creek. Is it my battery?  But
I change over batteries to find 11.3v and the Borgelt is going haywire,
so much noise from it and I turn the damn thing off and concentrate
on the challenge that remains.

Over the recycling plant, usually lift here, somewhere? Hmmn  as I
waft around and connect with something weak, but it’s building, and
my altimeter is showing a nice climb from 1800’ all the way to 4400’.
Hold on – is my altimeter ok? Is it under-reading like last year when
I accidently bust airspace by 60’ when it showed I was 100’ under?

Get out now! Oh good heavens I am still climbing – now 4600’ I
reluctantly dive down and shed 400’ in moments. Time left – 45
minutes,  or do I need 50 minutes to make sure? Forget it and keep
going you fool. What am I achieving? I have nearly been to Popham
, nearly Alton, nearly Alresford too and Basingstoke, maybe 20 times
or more and I am sick of the sight of them. Don’t let this nearly be a
5 hour flight………..

Good heavens above- I am dropping like a stone again. Quick there’s
a K13 thermalling over Lasham. Can I get there? – Yes! He’s gone
and I have the thermal to myself. This is good and the air is getting
better and I look at my watch for the nth time to realise I have made
the 5 hours.

Shall I keep going? Still plenty of time, and plenty of water. But soon
the water runs out. How have I drunk two litres and don’t need a pit
stop??

Five and three quarter hours later I land and get the answer to the
water -  my Platypus has been leaking as I didn’t tighten it properly
which has left me with a VERY wet backside. Will anyone notice?

20Five hours
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Frankly I don’t give a hoot and wander back to the launch point to
check my departure time for final confirmation. I quietly go and get
a celebratory pint and sit  outside and whisper what I have achieved
to a couple of colleagues .( I can’t afford a round of drinks – too many
people about…)

I get home at 9.45pm, have my dinner, a quick shower and fall into
bed at 11.00pm, totally exhausted. Why did I ever get into gliding?

5 Hours 47 min, so much fun going absolutely nowhere at all.
WITH NO WORKING VARIOS!

By a friend of Ebeneezer Grimshaw. (I didn’t know I had ‘friends’… reveal
yourself! E.G.)

21Five hours
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The  photo above  shows (l. to r.) Patrick Naegli, Hugo Trotter DFC,
Marjorie Hobby,  Gavin Spink and Lasham Vice-chairman, Gary
Pullen. Hugo, who was chairman of The Surrey Gliding Club in the
1950s, was the only Lashamite present at today's gathering who
actually experienced the move from Redhill.

B�b P�r�e

70th Anniversary

A big 'thank you' to Marjorie Hobby (who organised the event ) and
to Lasham Gliding Society for enabling a group of us older members
to meet and celebrate the 70th anniversary of The Surrey Gliding Club's
and Imperial College Gliding Club's move from Redhill to Lasham in
August 1951.

Following welcoming remarks by LGS general manager Gavin Spink,
and chairman Patrick Naegli, about 20 of us enjoyed refreshments
and a finger buffet in the Brown Elephant briefing room, while
examining old photos and reflecting both on the past and on the
amazing place Lasham has become since those early days.



22Believe in yourself
by Chris Bessent

I started flying much later in my life
as I would have liked, I’d certainly
be better than I am now, but life,
money and opportunity got in the
way.

My first glimpse of gliding came in
the shape of a friend who I worked
with during my apprenticeship. I
agreed to act as crew when he
entered a competition based at
Nympsfield in the mid 1980’s. I was
blown away at the ability to traverse
such great distances at such speeds.

At the time, gliding was something other people did, the elite, the
brave and the bold and it took me another 30 years to have the time
and the money.

So, I learned, trained, doubted myself and trained some more, then
one day I was told to go solo. I did everything expected and still had
a conversation with my imaginary instructor, who was no longer sat
in the back acting as my safety blanket.

Since then, I have tried to improve, entered interclub and regional
competitions and nationals. I never faired so well, coming way down
the list of people who enter, but I still carried on.

A few years ago, a gliding buddy asked, “When you enter these
competitions, do you ever have any chance of winning?” The answer
was easy and direct. “No, no chance at all.”

“Then why the hell do you bother? I wouldn’t enter a race I had no
chance of possibly winning, it’s a waste of time and demoralising to
yourself!”

“Ah but if I never enter the competitions, then I’ll never have a chance
of beating anyone, but I don’t enter the comps to beat anyone, I enter
them to improve myself and beat myself.” I said.

Since that conversation I’ve been at the grid making mistakes,
stressing and being more uncomfortable than you can imagine, nearly
giving up and luckily beaten back into shape by my friends as well as
some flying demi-gods friends who have metaphorically smacked me
around the back of the head and told me to get on with it! (Thanks
to them!)

The more I fly, the better I become and whereas there have been
moments in my flying I have thought I should not bother, I have never
lost the intrinsic love of flight.

Wherever you are in your flying career, and at whatever level you
are, support the people around you, a kind word and a few minutes
will mean a huge amount to someone and may even prevent a person
from leaving such a great sport!

This year I got my first competition win for a day. I still can’t believe
it and feel quite humbled too. We will see if it was just a fluke next
year when I intend to flying my socks off!



Winter is coming, and your thoughts might turn to glider maintenance,
upgrades, and perhaps some ridge or wave flying. The Soaring Engine
can help.

If you’re headed off to fly on the ridges - the South Downs, the
Cotswold Edge, Talgarth, Denbigh or anywhere else where you might
snatch a few hours of soaring from the winter weather - then you
need to be up on ridge technique and hillside safety protocols. Rule
one: don’t hit the hill. But there’s more to it than that. Soaring Engine
Volume one has a big section on ridge flying, mountain flying, how to
get the best out of it and how to stay in one piece.

Ideally, you’ll climb into the wave. Volume two tells you all about how
to get in, stay in, and work it to best effect. Wave looks different in
various environments, but the techniques stay the same, whether
you’re in Wales, the south of France, Scotland or New Zealand. At
least we can get to the first three...NZ is still a bit far away but hey,
I can dream.

And finally, workshop time. Things have moved on: I put a glass
cockpit in my ASW 24 last season and it’s transformed the aircraft.
Stunning, and it will be even better with the new “Hawk” variometer
upgrade. Soaring Engine Volume four is all about the kit: why your
glider is made the way it is, what you can do to make it go as well as
possible, and how to set up the instrumentation. If you want to keep
up with the Jones’ (or even with the Juniors these days) then you
have to be on top of all that stuff: you can bet that they are. So get
busy, have fun in the workshop and make the winter useful.

One last thing: I’ll be running a weekly Zoom lecture series through
the worst bit of the winter: November/December/January. It’s not
free (I have to live, and there isn’t any gliding work for a soaring coach
right now) but it won’t be expensive either. If you’re interested in
participating mail me at gdale247@icloud.com and I’ll let you know
when it’s on and how to join up.

The Soaring Engine is available from Navboys at www.Navboys.com.
The supermarket shelves may be empty this Christmas but I
guarantee there will be books.

23The Soaring Engine
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24Grimshaw 21
BOOM!

BOOM!

“Bl**dy h*ll… what was that?!!

After the slow return of rational thought, I decided that it probably
wasn’t structural failure… more like ground fire! It had been a big
hefty thump of a bang but not like thunder. It seemed to come from
below the venerable Slingsby T21… hopefully 500 feet below!

But it’s not what you need as a nervous youngster flying an early
solo… in an open cockpit with only a bag of bolts for company! Only
later did I find out that it was the British Oxygen Company testing
gas bottles to destruction. They had a special caged enclosure in a
test centre on the other side of the woods on our downwind
perimeter.

I must have been about seventeen… and still
at school… just. It was 1967… the year Sgt
Pepper came out.  The airfield was Challock
on top of the North Downs in Kent. I was a
tall, gangly, fresh-faced, over-eager sprog.

This was my second holiday course… I’d seen
them advertised in Air Pictorial. So when my
parents started taking holidays in Europe, I’d
pleaded for gliding courses instead. And this
year I was determined to solo, come hell or
high water.

So I signed up for a whole fortnight and it
was a fun time! Every now and then a T21
would dive down on finals with a figure
yelling from the open cockpit: “The sheep are

out!” and we’d all have to jump onto anything motorised to head them
off before they started getting ideas. The sheep I mean… not the

flyers. A flyer with ideas is bad enough. A huge flock of sheep with
them stops you flying!

It’s often said that one never forgets one’s first solo, and it’s true…
but that’s not the reason that I’m reminiscing so blatantly here. All
I’m doing is setting the scene.

Because what we all have in common… even hard-nosed Tupperware
racing types… are our memories of classic flights. The ones we never
forget, no matter how long ago they took place.

This flight was over Kent in August 1967 with whopping cumulus.
(The clouds were doubtless not as big as those I saw flying into El
Paso (never compete with Americans on matters of size, and for that
matter never compete with Scotsmen on matters of drink!)
Nevertheless the cumulus was big enough to be scary. I was just a
teenager on a holiday course and still under instruction. “He’s OK…”
my instructor told my dad, “…except for his landings… which are
kind-of controlled crashes…”

You might not recognise the Kent club airfield as it was then… a
peculiar squared-off ‘hour-glass’ shape due to a huge, square, tree
plantation in the northwest corner… probably long since acquired and
grassed over.

Our course instructor was the amazing ginger-bearded Glyn Rich-
ards… and I often wonder what happened to him… does anyone
know? He taught me the first thing I ever learned about gliding. “Man
on end of 30 foot lever wins steering argument… but unfortunately
cannot see available space!”

There was also the Priorities of the Three ‘F’s but we’d better not go
into that. The Kent club sits on a tree-covered ridge but we’d had
little luck on it.  On our third flight we tacked along westwards to
investigate some murky lift that others had discovered. But as we got

At last Grimshaw’s
identity has been

revealed. Ed



there and started climbing at last, though the other gliders fled the
scene!

And this was despite us getting three or four knots up on the old
Cosim green ball variometer… remember those? We got three knots,
then four… then five... six.... seven knots… in a T21! Hooray… this
was great… decent lift… at last… the sort of thing you read about in
magazines… (but not Air Pictorial)! I was having a great time… until
about 3,000’ when I saw we were being sucked up into a huge grey
‘dome’ of cumulus with edges going below us.  Visibility was down to
two miles and decreasing rapidly.

This cloudbase ‘dome’ was very pronounced and it slowly became
obvious that every inch of it was caused by a massive updraft luring
us 300 feet above the true base. Instructor Glyn said “We need to get
out of this” and pulled the spoilers full out. But T21 spoilers, as you
know, are not great at the best of times… they don’t normally need
to be. Because a T21 is more or less its own giant spoiler.  So not a
lot happened and we kept going up.

It was time to take drastic action. Glyn shoved the nose right down
and flew round the edges of the 'dome' asking me to hang on to the
spoiler lever as he tried to find some clear air without lift. But there
was none! We were now doing seventy plus knots in a barge of a T21
with full spoilers and, by rights, we should be coming down like a ton
of bricks… probably two tons of bricks. But I clearly remember still
going up at 3 knots... scary! We obviously had to get out of this at
any price. Glyn turned directly towards the wall of cloud surrounding
us. He switched on the never-used turn-and-slip gyro but a brief
fumble revealed that someone had pinched the battery to power the
transistor radio at the launch point! Cockpit checks were not as
rigorous in those days.

"Never mind" said my unfazable instructor "these girls fly them-
selves."

So in the end he just picked a heading and flew straight into the
cloud... with me hanging on to the spoilers until my fingers went
white. T21 spoiler levers are not user-friendly. There was nothing but
greyness for ages. We had no parachutes by the way.

We’d been told a 900’ circuit wasn’t high enough to use them!
However at 3,250 feet our relentless lift slowly turned to lovely sink…
(!)  but having no view at all was rather weird. Eventually peering
over the side, I saw something!

"What is it?" Glyn asked
"A tree… just the one".
"Where is it?"
"Down there." I indicated downwards
"That's all right then!"

Eventually I could see a field. Then two fields. We were definitely
right side up! How amazing… gliders, left with properly centralised
controls and with full airbrakes and a light touch… they fly them-
selves… even at 3000’!

When we finally dropped completely out of the cloud I got a surprise.
Instead of the Kentish fields I expected we were over a fair-sized
town.

"Blimey.... that's not Charing!" I burst out.
"No, that's Ashford."
"But how did we get here?"
"Oh… we’ve… um… drifted a bit.”

That’s what I love about my fellow Brits… mountain climbers are
exactly the same.  No matter how desperate the situation, all you get
are mild understatements: “Charlie got into some bother here when
his abseil rope melted…” or “After the avalanche we thought we ought
to modify the route a bit…”
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("Things are a bit sticky, sir," said Brig Tom Brodie of the
Gloucestershire Regiment intending to convey to Americans that they
were in extreme difficulty. No reinforcements were sent. As a result
600 British soldiers held out for four days against 30,000 Chinese in
Korea. Ed)

I’m proud to relate that my instructor was equally British! Glyn set a
course to fly us back into the headwind... fast. Well… fast by T21
standards.

Then it started raining. I was wearing a splendid red woolly jumper
knitted by my mum but not remotely waterproof. Worse, raindrops
coming at you at seventy knots feel like bullets... they HURT! But at
least I could let go my death grip on the spoilers... that was a relief.
Slowly the airfield appeared. Glyn pointed out that our headwind was
now at right angles to our launch direction (so that’s what windsocks
are for!) and he landed straight in.. across the field, bang in the
middle. “Out… quick… before we get soaked” he said. I thought this
ridiculous… how could we not get soaked? But I’d reckoned without
the genius of my instructor. He swung the huge high-winged machine
round, so we had one wing into wind. Then he simply sat on the
into-wind strut and motioned for me to do the same.

This solved two problems simultaneously. It kept us out of the rain
and it held the glider down in the gusts. As you know, a T21 wing is
huge. Covered in taught, doped, canvas it’s a vast drum. The problem
wasn’t getting wet at all… it was getting deafened. I should have
brought ear plugs!

After five minutes of thundering deluge the sound of an approaching
tractor penetrated the din. It chugged into view driven by one of the
chaps on my course. He too, had only a woolly jumper, and was
completely… spectacularly… soaked to the skin. I’ve seen divers look
less wet! His clothes sagged visibly and streams of water poured off
his nose, his ears… and every single fold of clothing. He’d turned into

a living sponge. What a sacrifice this poor chap had made! No wonder
Britain’s aeronautical history has been so impressive. No wonder we
won the war! If this was an example of the kind of chaps we had on
basic training, why, we’d be unbeatable! What inner resources had
he drawn on to come out to us in such appalling conditions? Was he
some kind of Saint? Had they drawn lots back there in the hangar or…
what?

The apparition spoke: "Do you want a tow back?" The faint watery
voice was hard to hear over the deluge.
Sitting in the only dry spot for half a mile Glyn said firmly:  "Um… no
thanks… we'll stay here for a bit."
There was a short but excruciating pause.
"Oh" said the driver in a tiny voice... and slowly drove all the way
back to the hangar!

Memory stops there… except I think there was an enquiry about the
battery.
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It was just one of those flights that remain engrained in the memory
for ever. Look what I learned in just 35 minutes:
·   To heed warning signs when competent pilots run for cover.
·   Never to soar in cumulus ‘domes’.
·   That gliders fly themselves if you centralise… pull the brakes…

and stop panicking.
·   That instructors are geniuses… total heroes! (this thought has

since undergone considerable modification)
·   That  really,  all  things  considered,  it  would  be  best  to  leave

turn-and-slip batteries in the glider.
·   That large raindrops, at speed, are like being machinegunned.
·   That a woolly jumper… even one of mum’s best… is not really

the right clothing for an open cockpit. Or a tractor.
·   That even a mighty sacrificial act can be entirely wasted!

But most of all… I learned a healthy respect for huge great big
dark-looming cumulus… whether they be thunderous or not! Not only
will they pelt you mercilessly… they can suck you up, freeze you,
electrocute you, deafen you, and deviate the ground wind in a most
cavalier way. 60 mph updrafts have been recorded! Forget cloud-
flying greats like Wills, Piggott and Goodhart… they were clearly
insane!

Grimshaw’s advice on encountering a CuNim is as follows:
1) Flee…
2) Check the wind…
3) Land…
4) Hold the wings down!

Strange… but I assure you… in this case totally reliable.

PS: If Glyn’s still around… someone please tell him his efforts weren’t
entirely wasted!

Opposite: Arcus T near Aboyne. Photo Garry Coppin
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)
Committee of Management
Nick Hoare
Nigel Mallender
Patrick Naegeli (Chairman)
Alix Pentecost
Ginny Pringle
Gary Pullen (Vice-chairman)

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Hon Treasurer
John McCullagh

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Jordan Bridge (DCFI)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
John Brooke (Part time)
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Facilities and winch
Colin Currie (Facilities Manager)
Mateusz “Mat” Gocek (Workshop fitter)
Paul Haliday (Winch driver)
Ed Jones (Winch driver)
Paul Osborne (Groundsman)
Gary Pullen (Part-time facilities)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Abi Buckland “The Flight Deck” Restaurant
01256 384 910

Jaison Beeson “51 Degrees North” Bar
07585-954578

Other roles
Vacant (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Watt (Airspace)
Henry Freeborn (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravans - Jill Atkinson
Competitions - Christine Bullimore
Flying - Colin Watt

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust
Donations to make Lasham even better. The
trustees are: Graham Garnett, Nigel Mallender,
and the Society’s chairman.
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